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Abstract
Modern spam is ultimately driven by product sales:
goods purchased by customers online. However, while
this model is easy to state in the abstract, our under-
standing of the concrete business environment—how
many orders, of what kind, from which customers, for
how much—is poor at best. This situation is unsurpris-
ing since such sellers typically operate under question-
able legal footing, with “ground truth” data rarely avail-
able to the public. However, absent quantifiable empiri-
cal data, “guesstimates” operate unchecked and can dis-
tort both policy making and our choice of appropri-
ate interventions. In this paper, we describe two infer-
ence techniques for peering inside the business opera-
tions of spam-advertised enterprises: purchase pair and
basket inference. Using these, we provide informed esti-
mates on order volumes, product sales distribution, cus-
tomer makeup and total revenues for a range of spam-
advertised programs.

1 Introduction
A large number of Internet scams are “advertising-
based”; that is, their goal is to convince potential cus-
tomers to purchase a product or service, typically via
some broad-based advertising medium.1 In turn, this ac-
tivity mobilizes and helps fund a broad array of technical
capabilities, including botnet-based distribution, fast flux
name service, and bulletproof hosting. However, while
these same technical aspects enjoy a great deal of atten-
tion from the security community, there is considerably
less information quantifying the underlying economic
engine that drives this ecosystem. Absent grounded em-
pirical data, it is challenging to reconcile revenue “esti-
mates” that can range from $2M/day for one spam bot-
net [1], to analyses suggesting that spammers make little

1Unauthorized Internet advertising includes email spam, black hat
search-engine optimization [26], blog spam [21], Twitter spam [4], fo-
rum spam, and comment spam. Hereafter we refer to these myriad ad-
vertising vectors simply as spam.

money at all [6]. This situation has the potential to distort
policy and investment decisions that are otherwise driven
by intuition rather than evidence.

In this paper we make two contributions to improving
this state of affairs using measurement-based methods to
estimate:

• Order volume. We describe a general technique—
purchase pair—for estimating the number of orders
received (and hence revenue) via on-line store order
numbering. We use this approach to establish rough,
but well-founded, monthly order volume estimates
for many of the leading “affiliate programs” selling
counterfeit pharmaceuticals and software.

• Purchasing behavior. We show how we can use
third-party image hosting data to infer the contents
of customer “baskets” and hence characterize pur-
chasing behavior. We apply this technique to a lead-
ing spamvertized pharmaceutical program and iden-
tify both the nature of these purchases and their re-
lation to the geographic distribution of the customer
base.

In each case, our real contribution is less in the par-
ticular techniques—which an adversary could easily de-
feat should they seek to do so—but rather in the data that
we used them to gather. In particular, we document that
seven leading counterfeit pharmacies together have a to-
tal monthly order volume in excess of 82,000, while three
counterfeit software stores process over 37,000 orders in
the same time.

On the demand side, as expected, we find that most
pharmaceuticals selected for purchase are in the “male-
enhancement” category (primarily Viagra and other ED
medications comprising 60 distinct items). However,
such drugs constitute only 62% of the total, and we doc-
ument that this demand distribution has quite a long tail;
user shopping carts contain 289 distinct products, includ-
ing surprising categories such as anti-cancer medications



(Arimidex and Gleevec), anti-schizophrenia drugs (Sero-
quel), and asthma medications (Advair and Ventolin).
We also discover significant differences in the purchas-
ing habits of U.S. and non-U.S. customers.

Combining these measurements, we synthesize overall
revenue estimates for each program, which can be well
in excess of $1M per month for a single enterprise. To
the best of our knowledge, ours is the first empirical data
set of its kind, as well as the first to provide insight into
the market size of the spam-advertised goods market and
corresponding customer purchasing behavior.

We structure the remainder of this paper as follows.
In § 2 we motivate the need for such research, explain
the limitations of existing data, and provide background
about how the spam-advertised business model works to-
day. We discuss our purchase pair technique in § 3, val-
idating our technique for internal consistency and then
presenting order volume estimates across seven of the
top pharmaceutical affiliate programs and three counter-
feit software programs. We then explore the customer dy-
namics for one particular pharmaceutical program, Eva-
Pharmacy, in § 4. We explain how to use image log data
to identify customer purchases and then document how,
where and when the EvaPharmacy customer base places
its orders. We summarize our findings in § 5, devising
estimates of revenue and comparing them with external
validation. We conclude with a discussion about the im-
plications of our findings in § 6.

2 Background

The security community is at once awash in the tech-
nical detail of new threats—the precise nature of a new
vulnerability or the systematic analysis of a new botnet’s
command and control protocol—yet somewhat deficient
in analyzing the economic processes that underlie these
activities. In fairness, it is difficult to produce such anal-
yses; there are innate operational complexities in acquir-
ing such economic data and inherent uncertainties when
reasoning about underground activities whose true scope
is rarely visible directly.

However, absent a rigorous treatment, the resulting in-
formation vacuum is all too easily filled with opinion,
which in turn can morph into “fact” over time. Though
pervasive, this problem seemingly reached its zenith in
the 2005 claim by US Treasury Department consultant
Valerie McNiven that cybercrime revenue exceeded that
of the drug trade (over $100 billion at the time) [11].
This claim was frequently repeated by members of the
security industry, growing in size each year, ultimately
reaching its peak in 2009 with written Congressional tes-
timony by AT&T’s chief security officer stating that cy-
bercrime reaped “more than $1 trillion annually in illicit
profits” [23]—a figure well in excess of the entire soft-

ware industry and almost twice the GDP of Germany.
Nay-sayers are similarly limited in their empirical evi-
dence. Perhaps best known in this group are Herley and
Florencio, who argue that a variety of cybercrimes are
generally unprofitable. However, lacking empirical data,
they are forced to use an economic meta-analysis to make
their case [5, 6, 7].

Unfortunately, the answer to such questions matters.
Without an “evidence basis”, policy and investment de-
cisions are easily distorted along influence lines, either
over-reacting to small problems or under-appreciating
the scope of grave ones.

2.1 Estimating spam revenue and demand
In this paper we examine only a small subset of such
activity: spam-advertised counterfeit pharmacies and, to
a lesser extent, counterfeit software stores. However,
even here public estimates can vary widely. In 2005,
one consultancy estimated that Russian spammers earned
roughly US$2–3M per year [18]. However, in a 2008
interview, one IBM representative claimed that a single
spamming botnet was earning close to $2M per day [1].
Our previous work studied the same botnet empirically,
leading to an estimate of daily revenue of up to $9,500,
extrapolating to $3.5M per year [10]. Most recently, a re-
port by the Russian Association of Electronic Communi-
cation (RAEC) estimated that Russian spammers earned
3.7 billion rubles (roughly $125 million) in 2009 [12].

The demand side of this equation is even less well
understood, relying almost entirely on opt-in phone or
email polls. In 2004, the Business Software Alliance
sponsored a Forrester Research poll to examine this
question, finding that out of 6,000 respondents (spread
evenly across the US, Canada, Germany, France, the UK
and Brazil) 27% had purchased spam-advertised soft-
ware and 13% had purchased spam-advertised pharma-
ceuticals [3]. If such data were taken at face value, the US
market size for spam-advertised pharmaceuticals would
exceed 30 million customers. Similar studies, one by
Marshal in 2008 and the other sponsored by the Mes-
saging Anti-Abuse Working Group (MAAWG) in 2009,
estimate that 29% and 12%, respectively, of Internet
users had purchased goods or services advertised in spam
email [8, 19].

In our previous work on empirically quantifying rev-
enue for such activities, our measurements were only
able to capture a few percent of orders for sites adver-
tised by a single botnet serving a single affiliate program,
GlavMed [10]. Here, we aim to significantly extend our
understanding, with our results covering total order vol-
ume for five of the six top pharmacy affiliate programs,
and three of the top five counterfeit software affiliate pro-
grams. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge our anal-
ysis of EvaPharmacy is the first measurement-based ex-



amination of customer purchasing behavior, the demand
component of the counterfeit pharmacy ecosystem.

2.2 How spam-advertised sites work
To provide context for the analysis in this paper, we first
describe how modern spam is monetized and the ecosys-
tem that supports it.

Today, spam of all kinds represents an outsourced mar-
keting operation in service to an underlying sales activ-
ity. At the core are “affiliate programs” that provide retail
content (e.g., storefront templates and site code) as well
as back-end services (e.g., payment processing, fulfill-
ment and customer support) to a set of client affiliates.
Affiliates in turn are paid on a commission basis (typ-
ically 30–50% in the pharmaceutical market) for each
sale they bring in via whatever advertising vector they
are able to harness effectively. This dynamic is well de-
scribed in Samosseiko’s “Partnerka” paper [22] and also
in our recent work studying the spam value chain [16].

Thus, while an affiliate has a responsibility to attract
customers and host their shopping experience (which in-
cludes maintaining the contents of their “shopping cart”),
once a customer decides to “check out” the affiliate hands
the process over to the operators of the affiliate program.2

Consequently, we would expect to find the order process-
ing service shared across all affiliates of a particular pro-
gram, regardless of the means used to attract customers.
Indeed, as discussed below, our measurements of pur-
chases from different members of the same affiliate con-
firm that the order numbers associated with the purchases
come from a common pool. This finding is critical for our
study because it means that side-effects in the order pro-
cessing phase reflect the actions of all sales activity for
an entire program, rather than just the sales of a single
member.

On the back end, order processing consists of sev-
eral steps: authorization, settlement, fulfillment, and cus-
tomer service. Authorization is the process by which
the merchant confirms, through the appropriate payment
card association (e.g., Visa, MasterCard, American Ex-
press, Japan Credit Bureau, etc.), that the customer has
sufficient funds. For the most common payment cards
(Visa/MC), this process consists of contacting the cus-
tomer’s issuing bank, ensuring that the card is valid and
the customer possesses sufficient funds, and placing a
lien on the current credit balance. Once the good or ser-
vice is ready for delivery, the merchant can then execute
a settlement transaction that actualizes this lien, transfer-
ring money to the merchant’s bank. Finally, fulfillment
comprises packaging and delivery (e.g., shipping drugs

2This transfer typically takes the form of a redirection to a pay-
ment gateway site (with the affiliate’s identity encoded in the request),
although some sites also support a proxy mode so the customer can
appear to remain at the same Web site.

directly from a foreign supplier or providing a Web site
and password for downloading software). For our study,
however, the key leverage lies in customer service. To
support customer service, payment sites generate indi-
vidual order numbers to share with the customer. In the
next section, we describe how we can use the details of
this process to infer the overall transaction rate, and ulti-
mately revenue, of an entire affiliate program.

3 Order volume
Underlying our purchase pair measurement approach is
a model of how affiliate programs handle transactions,
and, in particular, how they assign order numbers.

3.1 Basic idea
Upon placing an order, most affiliate programs provide a
confirmation page that includes an “order number” (typ-
ically numeric, or at least having a clear numeric compo-
nent) that uniquely specifies the customer’s transaction.
For purchases where an order number does not appear
on the confirmation page, the seller can provide one in
a confirmation email (the common case), or make one
available via login to the seller’s Web site. The order
number allows the customer to specify the particular pur-
chase in any subsequent emails, when using customer
support Web sites, or when contacting online support
via email, IM or live Web chat. For the purchases we
made, we found that the seller generally provides the or-
der number before the authorization step (indeed, even
before merchant-side fraud checks such as Address Ver-
ification Service), although purely local checks such as
Luhn digit validation are frequently performed first. Ac-
cordingly, we can consider the creation of an order num-
ber only as evidence that a customer attempted an order,
not that it successfully concluded. Thus, the estimates we
form in this work reflect an upper bound on the transac-
tion rate, including transactions declined during autho-
rization or settlement.3

The most important property for such order numbers
is their uniqueness; that each customer order is assigned
a singular number that is distinguished over time with-
out the possibility of aliasing. While there are a vast
number of ways such uniqueness could be implemented
(e.g., a pseudo-random permutation function), the easi-
est approach by far is to simply increment a global vari-
able for each new order. Indeed, the serendipitous ob-
servation that motivated our study was that multiple pur-
chases made from the same affiliate program produced

3In 2008, Visa documented that card-not-present transactions such
as e-commerce had an issuer decline rate of 14% system-wide [25]. In
addition, it seems likely that some orders are declined at the merchant’s
processor due to purely local fraud checks (such as per-card or per-
address velocity checks or disparities between IP address geolocation
versus shipping address).



order numbers that appeared to monotonically increase
over time. Observing the monotonic nature of this se-
quence, we hypothesized that order number allocation is
implemented by serializing access to a single global vari-
able that is incremented each time an order is made; we
call this the sequential update hypothesis. To assess this
hypothesis, we examined source code for over a dozen
common e-commerce platforms (e.g., Magento, X-cart,
Ubercart, and Zen-cart [17, 24, 27, 28]), finding ubiqui-
tous use of such a counter, typically using an SQL auto-
update field, but sometimes embodied explicitly in code.

Given use of such a global sequential counter, the
difference between the numbers associated with orders
placed at two points in time reflects the total number of
orders placed during the intervening time period. Thus,
from any pair of purchases we can extract a measure-
ment of the total transaction volume for the interval of
time between them, even though we cannot directly wit-
ness those intervening transactions. Figure 1 illustrates
the methodology using a concrete example. This obser-
vation is similar in flavor to the analysis used in blind/idle
port scanning (there the sequential increment of the IP
identification field allows inference of the presence of
intervening transmissions) [2]. It then appears plausible
that this same purchase-pair approach might work across
a broad range of spam-advertised programs, a possibility
that we explore more thoroughly next.

3.2 Data collection
To evaluate this approach requires that we first identify
which sites advertise which affiliate programs, and then
place repeated purchases from each. We describe how we
gathered each of these data sets in this section.

Program data
In prior work, we developed a URL crawler to follow
the embedded links contained in real-time feeds of email
spam (provided by a broad range of third-party anti-
spam partners) [16]. The crawler traverses any redirec-
tion pages and then fetches and renders the resulting page
in a live browser. We further developed a set of “page
classifiers” that identify the type of good being adver-
tised by analyzing the site content, and, in most cases,
the particular affiliate program being promoted. We de-
veloped specific classifiers for over 20 of the top phar-
maceutical programs (comprising virtually all sites ad-
vertised in pharmaceutical spam), along with the four
most aggressively spam-advertised counterfeit software
programs.

After placing multiple test orders with nine of these
pharmaceutical programs, we identified seven with
strictly incrementing order numbers.4 Five of these (Rx–

4Of the two programs that we did not select, ZedCash used several
different strictly increasing order number subspaces that would compli-

Promotion, Pharmacy Express (aka Mailien), GlavMed,
Online Pharmacy and EvaPharmacy) together consti-
tuted two-thirds of all sites advertised in the roughly
350 million distinct pharmaceutical spam URLs we ob-
served over three months in late 2010. We found the
sixth, 33drugs (aka DrugRevenue), and seventh, 4RX,
less prevalent in email spam URLs, but they appear to
be well advertised via search engine optimization (SEO)
techniques [15]. We did a similar analysis of counterfeit
software programs, finding three (Royal Software, Eu-
roSoft, and SoftSales) with the appropriate order-number
signature. While counterfeit software is less prevalent in
total spam volume, these three programs constitute over
97% of such sites advertised to our spam collection appa-
ratus during the same 3-month period. For the remainder
of this paper we focus exclusively on these ten programs,
although it appears plausible that the same technique will
prove applicable to many smaller programs, and also to
programs in other such markets (e.g., gambling, fake an-
tivirus, adult).

Order data
We collected order data in two manners: actively via our
own purchases and opportunistically, based on the pur-
chases of others. First and foremost are our own pur-
chases, which we conducted in two phases. The first
phase arose during a previous study, during which we
executed a small number of test purchases from numer-
ous affiliate programs in January and November of 2010
using retail Visa gift cards. Of these, 46 targeted the ten
programs under study in this paper. The second phase
(comprising the bulk of our active measurements) re-
flects a regimen of purchases made over three weeks in
January and February 2011 focused specifically on the
ten programs we identified above.

When placing these orders, we used multiple distinct
URLs leading to each program (as identified by our page
classifiers). The goal of this procedure was to maximize
the likelihood of using distinct affiliates to place pur-
chases in order to provide an opportunity to determine
whether different affiliates of a given program make use
of different order-processing services.

Successfully placing orders had its own set of op-
erational challenges [9]. Except where noted, we per-
formed all of our purchases using prepaid Visa credit
cards provided to us in partnership with a specialty is-
suer, and funded to cover the full amount of each trans-
action. We used a distinct card for each purchase and
went to considerable lengths to emulate real customers.
We used valid names and associated residential shipping
addresses, placed orders from a range of geographically

cate our analysis and decrease accuracy, while World Pharmacy order
numbers appeared to be the concatenation of a small value with the
current Unix timestamp, which would thwart our analysis altogether.



Figure 1: How the purchase pair technique works. In this hypothetical situation, two measurement purchases are made that bracket
some number of intervening purchases made by real customers. Because order number allocation is implemented by a serialized
sequential increment, the difference in the order numbers between measurement purchases, N = 23, corresponds to the total
number of orders processed by the affiliate program in the intervening time.

proximate IP addresses, and provided a unique email ad-
dress for each order. We used five contact phone numbers
for order confirmation, three from Google Voice and two
via prepaid cell phones, with all inbound calls routed to
the prepaid cell phones. In a few instances we found it
necessary to place orders from IP addresses closely ge-
olocated to the vicinity of the billing address for a given
card, as the fraud check process for one affiliate program
(EuroSoft) was sensitive to this feature. Another program
(Royal Software) would only accept one order per IP ad-
dress, requiring IP address diversity as well.

In total we placed 156 such orders. We scheduled them
both periodically over a three-week period as well as
in patterns designed to help elucidate more detail about
transaction volume and to test for internal consistency, as
discussed below.

Finally, in addition to the raw data from our own
purchase records, we were able to capture several pur-
chase order numbers via forum scraping. This opportu-
nity arose because affiliate programs typically sponsor
online forums that establish a community among their
affiliates and provide a channel for distributing opera-
tional information (e.g., changes in software or name
servers), sharing experiences (e.g., which registrars will
tolerate domains used to host pharmaceutical stores), and
to raise complaints or questions. One forum in particular,
for the GlavMed program, included an extended “com-
plaint” thread in which individual affiliates complained
about orders that had not yet cleared payment process-
ing (important to them since affiliates are only paid for
each settled transaction that they deliver). These affiliates
chose to document their complaints by listing the order
number they were waiting for, which we determined was
in precisely the same format and numeric range as the
order numbers presented to purchasers. By mining this
forum we obtained 122 numbers for past orders, includ-
ing orders dating back to 2008.

Affiliate Program
Phase 1 Phase 2
(1/10 – 11/10) (1/11 – 2/11)

Rx–Promotion 7 27
Pharmacy Express 3 9
GlavMed 12 14
Online Pharmacy 5 16
EvaPharmacy 7 16
33drugs 4 16
4RX 1 13
EuroSoft 3 25
Royal Software 2 9
SoftSales 2 11

Table 1: Active orders placed to sites of each affiliate program
in the two different time phases of our study. In addition, we op-
portunistically gathered 122 orders for GlavMed covering the
period between 2/08 and 1/11.

Note that this data contains an innate time bias since
the date of complaint inevitably came a while later than
the time of purchase (unlike our own purchases). For this
reason, we identify opportunistically gathered points dis-
tinctly when analyzing the data. We will see below that
the bias proves to be relatively minor.

We summarize the total data set in Table 1. It includes
order numbers from 202 active purchases and 122 oppor-
tunistically gathered data points.

3.3 Consistency
While our initial observations of monotonicity are quite
suggestive, we need to consider other possible explana-
tions and confounding factors as well. Here we evaluate
the data for internal consistency—the degree to which
the data appears best explained by the sequential update
hypothesis rather than other plausible explanations. At
the end of the paper we also consider the issue of ex-
ternal consistency using “ground truth” revenue data for
one program.



Sequential update

The fundamental premise underlying our purchase-pair
technique is that order numbers increment sequentially
for each attempted order. The monotone sequences that
we observe accord with this hypothesis, but could arise
from other mechanisms. Alternate interpretations in-
clude that updates are monotone but not sequential (e.g.,
incrementing the order number by a small, varying num-
ber for each order) or that order numbers are derived
from timestamps (i.e., that each order number is just
a normalized representation of the time of purchase,
and does not reflect the number of distinct purchase at-
tempts).

To test these hypotheses, we executed back-to-back
orders (i.e., within 5–10 seconds of one another) for
each of the programs under study. We performed this
measurement at least twice for all programs (except-
ing EvaPharmacy, which temporarily stopped operation
during our study). For eight of the programs, every
measurement pair produced a sequential increment. The
GlavMed program also produced sequential increments,
but we observed one measurement for which the order
number incremented by two, likely simply due to an in-
tervening order out of our control. Finally, we observed
no sequential updates for Rx–Promotion even with re-
peated back-to-back purchase attempts. However, upon
further examination of 35 purchases, we noticed that or-
der numbers for this program are always odd; for what-
ever reason, the Rx–Promotion order processing system
increments the order number by two for each order at-
tempt. Adjusting for this deviation, our experiments find
that on finer time scales, every affiliate program be-
haves consistently with the sequential update hypothe-
sis.

We need however to consider an alternate hypothesis
for this same behavior: that order numbers reflect nor-
malized representations of timestamps, with each order
implicitly serialized by the time at which it is received.
This “clock” model does not appear plausible for fine-
grained time scales. Our purchases made several seconds
apart received sequential order numbers, which would re-
quire use of a clock that advances at a somewhat peculiar
rate—slowly enough to risk separate orders receiving the
same number and violating the uniqueness property.

A possible refinement to the clock model would be
for a program to periodically allocate a block of order
numbers to be used for the next T seconds (e.g., for
T = 3,600), and after that time period elapses, advanc-
ing to the next available block. The use of such a hybrid
approach would enable us to analyze purchasing activity
over fine-grained time scales. But it would also tend to-
wards misleading over-inflation of such activity on larger
time scales, since we would be comparing values gener-
ated across gaps.
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Figure 2: Order numbers (y-axis) associated with each affiliate
program versus the time of attempted purchase (x-axis).

We test for whether the order numbers in our data fit
with a clock model as follows. First, we consider the
large-scale behavior of order numbers as seen across the
different affiliate programs. Figure 2 plots for each pro-
gram the order number associated with a purchase at-
tempt made at a given time. We plot each of the 10 af-
filiate programs with a separate symbol (and varying
shades, though we reuse a few for programs whose num-
bers are far apart). In addition, we plot with black points
the order numbers revealed in the GlavMed discussion
forum.

Three basic points stand out from the plot. First, all
of the programs use order numbers distinct from the oth-
ers. (We verified that neither of those closest together,
33drugs and Royal Software, nor Pharmacy Express and
SoftSales, overlap.) Thus, it is not the case that separate
affiliate programs share unified order processing.

Second, the programs nearly always exhibit mono-
tonicity even across large time scales, ruling out the pos-
sibility that some programs occasionally reset their coun-
ters. (We discuss the outliers that manifest in the plot be-
low.)

Third, the GlavMed forum data is consistent with our
own active purchases from GlavMed. In addition, the
data for both has a clear downward concavity starting
in 2009—inconsistent with use of clock-driven batches,
but consistent with the sequential update hypothesis. As-
suming that the data indeed reflects purchase activity, the
downward concavity also indicates that the program has
been losing customers, a finding consistent with main-
stream news stories [13].

We lack such extensive data for the other programs,
but can still assess their possible agreement with use
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Figure 3: The amount of error—either in our measurement pro-
cess, or due to batching of order numbers—required for each
measurement in 2011 to be consistent with the Null Hypothesis
that order numbers are derived from a clock that advances at
some steady rate. Note that the y-axis is truncated at ±24 hrs,
though additional points lie outside this range.

of clock-driven batches, as follows. For each program,
we consider the purchases made in 2011. We construct
a least-squares linear fit between the order numbers of
the purchases and the time at which we made them. If
the order numbers come from clock-driven batches (the
Null Hypothesis), then we would expect that all of the
points associated with our purchases to fall near the fitted
line. Accordingly, for each point we compute how far we
would have to move it along the x-axis so that it would
coincide with the line for its program. If the Null Hypoth-
esis is true, then this deviation in time reflects the error
that must have arisen during our purchase measurement:
either due to poor accuracy in our own time-keeping, or
because of the granularity of the batches used by the pro-
gram for generating order numbers.

Figure 3 plots this residual error for each affiliate pro-
gram. For example, in the lower right we see a point for
a 33drugs purchase made in early February 2011. If the
Null Hypothesis holds, then the purchaser’s order num-
ber reflects a value that should have appeared 18 hours
earlier than when we observed it. That is, either we in-
troduced an error of about 18 hours in recording the time
of that purchase; or the program uses a batch-size of 18+
hours; or the Null Hypothesis fails to hold.

For all ten of the affiliate programs, we find many pur-
chases that require timing errors of many hours to main-
tain consistency with the Null Hypothesis. (Note that
we restrict the y-axis to the range ±24 hr for legibil-
ity, although we find numerous points falling outside that

range as well.) In addition, we do not discern any tempo-
ral patterns in the required errors, such as would be the
case if the least-squares fit was perturbed by an outlier.
Finally, if we extend the analysis out to November 2010
(not shown), we find that the required error grows, some-
times to 100s of hours, indicating that the discrepancy
does not result from a large batch size such as T = 1 day.

Given this evidence, we reject the Null Hypothesis that
the order numbers derive from a clock-driven mecha-
nism. We do however find the data consistent with the
sequential update hypothesis, and so proceed from this
point on the presumption that indeed the order numbers
grow sequentially with each new purchase attempt.

Payment independence

We placed most of our orders using cards underwritten
by Visa. We selected Visa because it is the dominant pay-
ment method used by these affiliate programs (few accept
MasterCard, and fewer still process American Express).
However, it is conceivable that programs allocate distinct
order number ranges for each distinct type of payment. If
so, then our Visa-based orders would only witness a sub-
set of the order numbers, leading us to underestimate the
total volume of purchase transactions. To test this ques-
tion, we acquired several prepaid MasterCard cards and
placed orders at those programs that accept MasterCard
(doing so excludes Rx–Promotion, GlavMed, 4RX and
Online Pharmacy). In each case, we found that Visa pur-
chases made directly before and after a MasterCard pur-
chase produced order numbers that precisely bracketed
the MasterCard order numbers as well.

Outliers

Out of the 324 samples in our dataset, we found a small
number of outliers (six) that we discuss here. Almost all
come from the GlavMed program. The outliers fall into
two categories: two singleton outliers completely outside
the normal order number range for the program, and one
group of four internally consistent order numbers that
were slightly outside the expected range, violating mono-
tonicity. We discuss these in more detail here, as well as
their possible explanations.

The first singleton outlier was a purchase placed at a
Web site that is clearly based on the SE2 engine built
by GlavMed. However, the returned order number was
close to 16000 when co-temporal orders from all other
GlavMed sites returned orders closer to 1080000. The
site differs in a number of key features, including a
unique template not distributed in the standard package
made available to GlavMed affiliates, a different support
phone number, different product pricing, and purchases
processed via a different acquiring bank than used by
all other GlavMed purchases. Taken together, we believe



this reflects a site that is simply using the SE2 engine, but
is not in fact associated with the GlavMed operation.5

The second outlier occurred in a very early (January
2010) purchase from a Pharmacy Express affiliate, which
returned an order number much higher than any seen in
later purchases. We have no clear explanation for this in-
congruity, and other key structural and payment features
match, but we note that the order numbers returned in
all subsequent Pharmacy Express transactions are only
five digits long, and that over nine months pass between
this initial outlier and all subsequent purchases. Conse-
quently, we might reasonably explain the discrepancy by
a decision to reset the order number space at some point
between January and October.

Finally, we find a group of four early GlavMed pur-
chases whose order numbers are roughly the same mag-
nitude, but occur out of sequence (i.e., given the rate of
growth seen in the other GlavMed order numbers, these
four are from a batch that will only be used sometime
in 2013). These all occurred together in the last two
weeks of January 2010. This small outlier group remains
a mystery, and suggests either that GlavMed might main-
tain a parallel order space for some affiliates, or that they
reflect a “counterfeit” GlavMed operation. The remain-
ing 21 GlavMed purchase samples, as well as the 122 op-
portunistically gathered order numbers (occurring both
before and after January 2010), all use consistent order
numbering.

While we cannot completely explain these few out-
liers, they represent less than 2% percent of our dataset.
We also have found no unexplained instances within the
last 12 months. We remove these six data points in the
remainder of our analysis.

3.4 Order rates
Under these assumptions, we can now estimate the rate
of orders seen by each enterprise. Figure 4 plots the 2011
data points for each of the 10 programs. We also plot
the least squares linear interpolation as well as the slope
parameter of this line—corresponding to the number of
orders received per day on average. During this time pe-
riod, daily order rates for pharmacy programs vary from
a low of 227 for Rx–Promotion (recall that their order
IDs increment by two for each order) up to a high of 887
for EvaPharmacy (software programs range between 49
and 749). Together, these reflect a monthly volume of
over 82,000 pharmaceutical orders and over 37,000 soft-
ware orders. Again, these numbers reflect upper bounds
on completed orders, since undoubtedly some fraction of
these attempted orders are declined; however, it seems
clear that order volume is substantial.

5We have found third parties contracting for custom GlavMed tem-
plates on popular “freelancer” sites, giving reason to believe that inde-
pendent innovation exists around the SE2 engine created by GlavMed.

We also note that while order volume is quite consis-
tent across January and February, there are significant
fall offs for some programs when compared to the data
gathered earlier. For example, during 2010, the average
number of Rx–Promotion orders per day was 385, 70%
greater than during the first two months of 2011. Sim-
ilarly, 2011 GlavMed orders are off roughly 20% from
their 2010 pace, and EvaPharmacy saw a similar de-
cline as compared to October and November of that year.
Other programs changed little and maintained a stable
level of activity.

4 Purchasing behavior
While the previous analysis demonstrates that pharma-
ceutical affiliate programs are receiving a significant vol-
ume of orders, it reveals little about the source of these
orders or their contents. In this section, we use an oppor-
tunistic analysis of found server log data to explore these
issues for one such affiliate program.

4.1 EvaPharmacy image hosting
In particular, we examine EvaPharmacy, a “top 5” spam-
advertised pharmacy affiliate program.6 In monitoring
EvaPharmacy sites we observed that roughly two thirds
“outsourced” image hosting to compromised third-party
servers (typically functioning Linux-based Web servers).
This behavior was readily identifiable because visits to
such sites produced HTML code in which each image
load was redirected to another server—addressed via raw
IP address—at port 8080.

We contacted the victim of one such infection and they
were able to share IDS log data in support of this study.
In particular, our dataset includes a log of HTTP request
streams for a compromised image hosting server that
was widely used by EvaPharmacy sites over five days
in August of 2010. While the raw IP addresses in our
dataset have been anonymized (consistently), they have
first been geolocated (using MaxMind) and these geo-
graphic coordinates are available to us. Thus, we have
city-level source identifiability as well as the contents of
HTTP logs (including timestamp, object requested, and
referrer).

Through repeated experimentation with live Eva-
Pharmacy sites, we inferred that the site “engine” can use
dynamic HTML rewriting (similar to Akamai) to rewrite
embedded image links on a per visit basis. On a new
visit (tracked via a cookie), the server selects a set of
five compromised hosts and assigns these (apparently in
a quasi-random fashion) to each embedded image link
served. During the five-day period covering our log data,
our crawler observed 31 distinct image servers in use.

6Our page classifiers [16] identified EvaPharmacy in over 8% of
pharmacy sites found in spam-advertised URLs over three months, with
affiliates driving traffic to over 11,000 distinct domains.
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Figure 4: Collected data points and best fit slope showing the inferred order rate for ten different spam-advertised affiliate programs.
Order numbers are zero-normalized and the vertical scale of each plot is identical.

However, our particular server was apparently dispropor-
tionately popular, as it appears in 31% of all contempo-
raneous visits made by our URL crawler (perhaps due
to its particularly good connectivity). In turn, each im-
age server hosts an nginx Web proxy able to serve the
entirety of the image corpus.

4.2 Basket inference
Since the log we use is limited to embedded Web page
images, and in fact only includes one fifth of the images
fetched during a particular visit, there are considerable
challenges involved in inferring item selection purely
from this data. We next discuss how this inference tech-
nique works (illustrated at a high level in Figure 5) as
well as its fundamental limitations.7

We mapped out the purchasing workflow involved in
ordering from an EvaPharmacy site, and observed that all
purchases involve visiting four key kinds of pages in or-
der: landing, product, shopping cart, and checkout. The
landing page generally includes over 40 distinct embed-
ded images. Thus, even though images are split among
five servers, it is highly likely that multiple objects from
each landing page are fetched via our server (each with
a referrer field identifying the landing page from which
it was requested).8 We observe 752,000 distinct IP ad-

7This general approach is similar in character to Moore and Clay-
ton’s inference of phishing page visits from Webalizer logs [20].

8We validated this observation using our crawled data, which
showed that the landing pages using :8080 image hosting always used
five distinct servers. Thus, any image server assigned to a particular
visit is guaranteed to see the landing page load for that visit.

dresses that visited and included referrer information
during our five-day period.

When a visitor selects a particular drug from the land-
ing page, the reply takes them to an associated product
page. This page in turn prompts them to select the par-
ticular dosage and quantity they wish to purchase. The
precise construction of product pages differs between the
set of site templates (i.e., storefront brands) used by Eva-
Pharmacy. However, all include at least a few new im-
ages not found on the landing page, and the most popu-
lar template fetches five additional images. The number
of additional images varies on a per-template basis, not
a per-product basis within each template. Thus, for some
templates we may have less opportunity to observe what
product the user selects, but this does not affect our esti-
mate of the distribution of products selected, because the
diminished opportunity is not correlated with particular
products.

Next, upon selecting a product, the user is taken to the
shopping cart page, which again includes a large number
(often a dozen or more) of new images representing prod-
uct recommendations. We observe 4,879 cart visits from
3,872 distinct IP addresses. This allows us to estimate
a product-selection conversion rate: the fraction of visi-
tors who select an item for purchase. Based on the total
number of visitors where we have referrer information,
the conversion percentage on an IP basis is 0.5%.9 Of
these, 3,089 cart additions have preceding visits to prod-

9For comparison, in our previous work we measured a visit-to-
product-selection conversion rate of 2% [10].



Figure 5: How a user interacts with an EvaPharmacy Web site, beginning with the landing page and then proceeding to a product
page and the shopping cart. The main Web site contains embedded images hosted on separate compromised systems. When a
browser visits such pages, the referrer information is sent to the image hosting servers for every new image visited.

uct pages, which allows us to infer the selected product.
To quantify overall shopping cart addition activity, we
compare the total number of visits to the number of vis-
its to the shopping cart page. To quantify individual item
popularity, we examine the subset of visits for which the
customer workflow allows us to infer which specific item
was added to the cart.

There are three key limitations to this approach.
First and foremost, the final page in the purchasing
workflow—the checkout page—generally does not in-
clude unique image content, and thus does not appear in
our logs (even if it did, our approach could not determine
whether checkout completed correctly). Thus, we can
only observe that a user inserted an item into their cart,
but not that they completed a purchase attempt. In gen-
eral, this is only an issue to the degree that shopping cart
abandonment correlates with variables of interest (e.g.,
drug choice). The second limitation is that pages typi-
cally use the same image for all dosages and quantities
on a given product page, and therefore we cannot distin-
guish these features (e.g., we cannot distinguish between
a user selecting 120 tablets of 25mg Viagra tablets vs.
an order of 10 tablets, each of 100mg). Finally, we can-
not disambiguate multiple items selected for purchase.
When a user visits a product page followed by the shop-
ping cart page, we can infer that they selected the associ-
ated product. However, if the visitor then continues shop-
ping and visits additional product pages, we cannot de-
termine whether they added these products or simply ex-
amined them (subsequent visits to the shopping cart page
add few new recommended products; recommendations
appear based on the first item in the cart). We choose
the conservative approach and only consider the products
that we are confident the user selected, which will cause
us to under-represent those drugs typically purchased to-
gether.

Another issue is that pharmacy formularies, while
largely similar, are not identical between programs. In

particular, some pharmacy programs (e.g., Online Phar-
macy) offer Schedule II drugs (e.g., Oxycodone and Vi-
codin). However, since EvaPharmacy does not sell such
drugs, our data does not capture this category of demand.

Finally, our dataset also has potential bias due to the
particular means used to drive traffic to it. We found
that 45 of the 50 top landing pages observed in the host-
ing data also appeared in our spam-driven crawler data,
demonstrating directly that these landing pages were ad-
vertised through email spam. While these pages could
also be advertised using less risky methods such as
SEO, this seems unlikely since spam-advertised URLs
are swiftly blacklisted [14]. Thus, we suspect (but cannot
prove) that our data may only capture the purchasing be-
havior for the spam-advertised pharmacies; different ad-
vertising vectors could conceivably attract different de-
mographics with different purchasing patterns.

Given these limitations, we now report the results
of two analyses: product popularity (what customers
buy) and customer distribution (where the money comes
from).

4.3 Product popularity

Our first analysis focuses on simple popularity: what in-
dividual items users put into their shopping carts (Ta-
ble 3a) and what broad (seller-defined) categories of
pharmaceuticals were popular (Table 3b) during our
measurement period. Although naturally dominated by
the various ED and sexually-related pharmaceuticals, we
find a surprisingly long tail; indeed, 38% of all items
added to the cart were not in this category. We observed
289 distinct products, including popular mass-market
products such as Zithromax (31), Acomplia (27), Nex-
ium (26), and Propecia (27); but also Cipro (11; a com-
monly prescribed antibiotic), Actos (6; a treatment for
Type 2 diabetes), Buspar (12; anti-anxiety), Seoquel (9;
anti-schitzophrenia), Clomid (8; ovulation inducer), and
Gleevec (1; used to treat Leukemia and other cancers).



Figure 6: The geographic distribution of those who added an
item to their shopping cart.

Country Visits
Cart Added

Additions Product

United States 517,793 3,707 0.72%
Canada 50,234 218 0.43%
Philippines 42,441 39 0.09%
United Kingdom 39,087 131 0.34%
Spain 26,968 59 0.22%
Malaysia 26,661 31 0.12%
France 18,541 37 0.20%
Germany 15,726 56 0.36%
Australia 15,101 86 0.57%
India 10,835 17 0.16%
China 8,924 30 0.34%
Netherlands 8,363 21 0.25%
Saudi Arabia 8,266 36 0.44%
Mexico 7,775 17 0.22%
Singapore 7,586 17 0.22%

Table 2: The top 15 countries and the percentage of visitors
who added an item to their shopping cart.

This in turn explains why such online pharmacies
maintain a comprehensive inventory: not only does a full
formulary lend legitimacy, but it also represents a signif-
icant source of potential revenue.

We also comprehensively crawled an EvaPharmacy
site for pricing data and calculated the minimum esti-
mated revenue per purchase (also shown for the top 18
products in Table 3a). Combining this data with our mea-
surement of item popularity, we calculate a minimum
weighted-average item cost of $76 plus $15 for shipping
and handling. This weighted average assumes visitors al-
ways select the minimum-priced item for any given pur-
chase, and that the final purchases have the same distri-
bution as for items added to the user’s shopping cart.

4.4 Customer distribution
We next examine the geographic component of the Eva-
Pharmacy customer base. Figure 6 shows the geolocated
origin for all shopping cart additions. We observe that
EvaPharmacy has a vast advertising reach, producing site
visits from 229 distinct countries or territories. However,

this reach is not necessarily all that useful: the population
actively engaging with EvaPharmacy sites and placing
orders is considerably less diverse than the superset sim-
ply visiting (perhaps inadvertently or due to curiosity).
For example, the Philippines constitutes 4% of the vis-
itors, but only 1% of the additions to the shopping cart.
Overall, countries other than the U.S., Canada, and West-
ern Europe generate 29% of the visitors but only 13% of
the items added to the shopping cart. Conversely, the vast
majority of shopping cart insertions originate from the
U.S. and Canada (80%) or Europe (6%), reinforcing the
widely held belief that spam-advertised pharmaceuticals
are ultimately funded with Western Dollars and Euros.

The United States dominates both visits (54%) and
cart additions (76%), and moreover has the highest rate
of conversion between visit and shopping cart insertion
(0.72%). Table 2 well illustrates this, listing the activ-
ity from the countries originating the most visits. This
observation reinforces the conclusion that non-Western
audiences offer ineffective targets for such advertising.

Finally, we also notice significant differences be-
tween the drug selection habits of Americans com-
pared to customers from Canada and Western Europe.
In particular, we divide the EvaPharmacy formulary
into two broad categories: lifestyle drugs (defined as
drugs commonly used recreationally, including “male-
enhancement” items plus Human Growth Hormone,
Soma and Tramadol) and non-lifestyle (all others, in-
cluding birth control pills). We find that while U.S. cus-
tomers select non-lifestyle items 33% of the time, Cana-
dian and Western-European customer selections concen-
trate far more in the lifestyle category—only 8% of all
items placed in a shopping cart are non-lifestyle items.
We surmise that this discrepancy may arise due to differ-
ences in health care regimes; drugs easily justified to a
physician may be fully covered under state health plans
in Canada and Western Europe, leaving an external mar-
ket only for lifestyle products. Conversely, a subset of
uninsured or under-insured customers in the U.S. may
view spam-advertised, no-prescription-required pharma-
cies as a competitive market for meeting their medical
needs. To further underscore this point, we observe that
85% of all non-lifestyle drugs are selected by U.S. visi-
tors.

5 Revenue estimation
Combining the results from estimates on the order rate
per program and estimates of the shopping cart makeup,
we now estimate total revenue on a per-program basis.

5.1 Average price per order
The revenue model underlying our analysis is simple: we
multiply the estimated order rate by the average price per
order to arrive at a total revenue figure over a given unit



Product Quantity Min order

Generic Viagra 568 $78.80
Cialis 286 $78.00
Cialis/Viagra Combo Pack 172 $74.95
Viagra Super Active+ 121 $134.80
Female (pink) Viagra 119 $44.00
Human Growth Hormone 104 $83.95
Soma (Carisoprodol) 99 $94.80
Viagra Professional 87 $139.80
Levitra 83 $100.80
Viagra Super Force 81 $88.80
Cialis Super Active+ 72 $172.80
Amoxicillin 47 $35.40
Lipitor 38 $14.40
Ultram 38 $45.60
Tramadol 36 $82.80
Prozac 35 $19.50
Cialis Professional 33 $176.00
Retin A 31 $47.85

(a)

Category Quantity

Men’s Health 1760
Pain Relief 232
Women’s Health 183
General Hearth 135
Antibiotics 134
Antidepressants 95
Weight Loss 92
Allergy & Asthma 85
Heart & Blood Pressure 72
Skin Care 54
Stomach 41
Mental Health & Epilepsy 33
Anxiety & Sleep Aids 33
Diabetes 22
Smoking Cessation 22
Vitamins and Herbal Suppliments 18
Eye Care 15
Anti-Viral 14

(b)

Table 3: Table (a) shows the top 18 product items added to visitor shopping carts (representing 66% of all items added). Table (b)
shows the top 18 seller-defined product categories (representing 99% of all items).

of time. However, we do not know, on a per-program ba-
sis, the actual average purchase price. Thus, we explore
three different approximations, all of which we believe
are conservative.

First, for on-line pharmacies we use the static value of
roughly $100 as reported in our previous “Spamalytics”
study [10]. However, this study only considered one par-
ticular site, covered only 28 customers, and was unable
to handle more than a single item placed in a cart (i.e.,
it could not capture information about customers buying
multiple items).

We also consider a second approximation based on the
minimum priced item (including shipping) on the site for
each program under study. Since sites can have enormous
catalogs, we restrict the set of items under considera-
tion as follows. For pharmacy sites, we consider the top
18 most popular items as determined by the analysis of
EvaPharmacy in § 4 (these top 18 items constituted 66%
of order volume in our analysis). For each of these items
present in the target pharmacy, we find the minimum-
priced instance (i.e., lowest dosage and quantity) and use
the overall minimum as our per-order price. For small
deviations between pharmacy formularies (e.g., differ-
ent Viagra store-brand variants) we simply substitute one
item for the other. We repeat this same process for soft-
ware, but since we do not have a reference set of most
popular items for this market, we simply use the de-
clared “bestsellers” at each site (16 at Royal Software,
36 and SoftSales and 76 at EuroSoft)—again using the

minimum priced item to represent the average price per
order.

Finally, we calculate a “basket-weighted average”
price using measured popularity data. For pharmacies we
again consider the 18 most popular EvaPharmacy items
and extract the overlap set with other pharmacies. Us-
ing the relative frequency of elements in this intersec-
tion, we calculate a popularity vector that we then use
to weight the minimum item price; we use the sum of
these weights as the average price per order. Intuitively,
this approach tries to accommodate the fact that prod-
uct’s have non-uniform popularity, while still using the
conservative assumption that users order the minimum
dosage and quantity for each item. Note that we implic-
itly assume that the distribution of drug popularity holds
roughly the same between online pharmacies.10

We repeated this analysis, as before, with site-declared
best-selling software packages. To gauge relative popu-
larity, we searched a large BitTorrent metasearch engine
(isohunt.com), which indexes 541 sites tracking over
6.5 million torrents. We assigned a popularity to each
software item in proportion to the sum of the seeders and
leechers on all torrents matching a given product name.
We then weighted the total prices (inclusive of any han-
dling charge) by this popularity metric to arrive at an es-
timate of the average order price.

10One data point supporting this view is Rx–Promotion’s rank-
ordered list of best selling drugs. The ten most popular items sold by
both pharmacies are virtually the same and ranked in the same order.



Affiliate Program orders/month
Spamalytics Min product price Basket-weighted average

single order rev/month single order rev/month single order rev/month

33drugs 9,862 $100 $980,000 $45.00 $440,000 $57.25 $560,000
4RX 8,001 $100 $800,000 $34.50 $280,000 $95.00 $760,000
EuroSoft 22,776 N/A N/A $26.50 $600,000 $84.50 $1,900,000
EvaPharmacy 26,962 $100 $2,700,000 $50.50 $1,300,000 $90.00 $2,400,000
GlavMed 17,933 $100 $1,800,000 $54.00 $970,000 $57.00 $1,000,000
Online Pharmacy 5,856 $100 $590,000 $37.00 $220,000 $58.00 $340,000
Pharmacy Express 7,933 $100 $790,000 $51.00 $410,000 $58.75 $460,000
Royal Software 13,483 N/A N/A $55.25 $750,000 $133.75 $1,800,000
Rx–Promotion 6,924 $100 $690,000 $45.00 $310,000 $57.25 $400,000
SoftSales 1,491 N/A N/A $20.00 $30,000 $134.50 $200,000

Table 4: Estimated monthly order volume, average purchase price, and monthly revenue (in dollars) per affiliate program using
three different per-order price approximations.

5.2 Revenue

Finally, to place a rough estimate on revenue, we multi-
ply the 2011 order volume measurements shown in Fig-
ure 4 against each of the previously mentioned approxi-
mations, summarized in Table 4. In general, the approxi-
mation from our prior “Spamalytics” study is the largest,
followed by basket-weighted average and then minimum
product price. However, for pharmaceutical programs
the difference between product prices is not large, and
thus the minimum and basket-weighted estimates all lie
within 2X of one another. Software programs see much
more variation in price, and hence the difference between
the minimum and basket-weighted revenue estimates can
be substantial.

Using the basket-weighted approximation, we find
that both GlavMed and EvaPharmacy produce revenues
in excess of $1M per month, with all but two over $400K.
Surprisingly, software sales also produce high revenue—
less due to high prices than high order volumes. It re-
mains for future work how to further validate how closely
order volumes track successfully completed orders for
this market niche.

5.3 External consistency

While we put considerable care into producing these es-
timates, a number of biases remain unavoidable. First,
while our order volume data has internal consistency
(and consistency with order number implementations in
common shopping cart software), we could not capture
the impact of order declines. Thus, we have a somewhat
optimistic revenue estimate, since surely some fraction
of orders will not complete.

On the other hand, our estimates of average order rev-
enue are themselves conservative in several key ways.
First, they assume that all purchasers select only a sin-
gle item. Second, they assume that when purchasing an
item, all users select the minimum dosage and quantity.

Finally, for pharmaceuticals we need to keep in mind
that EvaPharmacy does not carry “harder” drugs found
at other sites, such as Schedule II opiates. We have found
anecdotal evidence that these drugs are highly popular
at such sites, but our methodology does not offer any
means to consider their impact. Such items are also typi-
cally more expensive than other drugs (e.g., the cheapest
Hydrocodone order possible at one popular pharmacy is
$186 plus shipping). Thus, this other factor will cause us
to underestimate the true revenue per order.

Our intuition is that such factors are modest, and
our estimates capture—within perhaps a small constant
factor—the true level of financial activity within each
enterprise. However, absent ground truth data for pro-
gram revenues, it is not generally possible to validate our
model and hence verify that our measurements actually
capture reality. In general, this kind of validation is rarely
possible since the actors involved are not public compa-
nies and do not make revenue statements available.

Due to an unusual situation, however, we were able
to acquire such information for one program, Rx–
Promotion. In particular, a third party made public a va-
riety of information, including multiple months of ac-
counting data, for Rx–Promotion’s payment processor.11

While we cannot validate the provenance of this data,
its volume and specificity make complete fabrication un-
likely. In addition, given that our research covers only a
small subset of this data, it seems further unlikely that
any fabrication would closely match our own indepen-
dent measurements.

Unfortunately, we do not have payment ledgers pre-
cisely covering our 2011 measurement period. Instead,
we compare against a similar period six months ear-
lier for which we do have ground truth documentation,
27 consecutive days from the end of Spring, 2010. These

11While our legal advisers believe that the prior public disclosure of
this data allows its use in a research context, we chose not to unneces-
sarily antagonize the payment services provider by naming them here.



two periods are comparable because during both times
Rx–Promotion had significant difficulty processing or-
ders on “controlled” drugs (indeed, during the 2011 pe-
riod such drugs had been removed from the standard for-
mulary on Rx–Promotion affiliates).12

Based on this data, we find that between May 31 and
June 26, 2010, Rx–Promotion’s turnover via electronic
payments was $609K.13 Using our estimate of 385 orders
per day in 2010 (see § 3), this is consistent with an aver-
age revenue per order of $58, very similar to our basket-
weighted average order price estimate of $57. While we
suspect that both estimates are likely off (with the num-
ber of true June 2010 orders likely less due to declines,
and January 2011 price-per-order likely higher due to
conservatism in our approximation), they are sufficiently
close to one another to support our claim that this ap-
proach can provide a rough, but well-founded estimate
(i.e., within a small constant factor) of program revenue.

6 Conclusion

When asked why he robbed banks, Willie Sutton fa-
mously responded, “Because that’s where the money
is.” The same premise is frequently used to explain the
plethora of unwanted spam that fills our inboxes, pol-
lutes our search results and infests our social networks—
spammers spam because they can make money at it.
However, a key question has long been how much money,
and from whom? In this paper we provide what we be-
lieve represents the most comprehensive attempt to an-
swer these questions to date. We have developed new in-
ference techniques: one to estimate the rate of new orders
received by the very enterprises whose revenue drives
spam, and the other to characterize the products and cus-
tomers who provide that same revenue. We provide quan-
titative evidence showing that spam is ultimately sup-
ported by Western purchases, with a particularly central
role played by U.S. customers. We also provide the first
sense of market size, with well over 100,000 monthly
orders placed in our dataset alone. Finally, we provide
rough but well-founded estimates of per-program rev-
enue. Our results suggest that while the spam-advertised
pharmacy market is substantial, with annual revenue in
the many tens of millions of dollars, it has nowhere near
the size claimed by some, and indeed falls vastly short of
the annual expenditures on technical anti-spam solutions.

12During periods when such drugs were sold en masse, the overall
Rx–Promotion revenue was frequently doubled.

13Interestingly, this data also provides useful information about re-
funds and chargebacks (together about 10% of revenue) as well as
processing fees (roughly 8.5%). Thus, the gross revenue delivered to
Rx–Promotion in June 2010 was likely closer to $489K. Finally, since
roughly 40% of successful order income is paid to affiliates on a com-
mission basis, that leaves only $270K (44% of gross) for fulfillment,
administrative costs, and profit.
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